“Monosyllabic Machine Navigated – A Written Interpretation of the song composed by Mu.alpha”
by Consistency Nature
Slow cool breezy warm effervescent snow in my smoldering dream locked skeleton key chest of great Indonesian misspelled this and that but quiet bubbling was what she heard and transistor radios of obscene bourgeoisie intransigence turned loose all of the little flaw fairies. The woods were quiet and the meaninglessness comes to an end in silent prayer.
Silent prayer, so silent, uttered by the man who is around to pray. His words get caught like globules in the spider webs and do not reach the heavens, and his fly feet struggle and puss protrudes in opaque bubblings from his mouth. The fangs are low, dripping with venom, growing larger and larger before you, until you see nothing but black. 
Time put saints into the same scenario and it was told about through cinema. And I navigated through nothing. Head over heals I was thrown into a stupor by the winds that do not control the tides nearly as much as the moon. The hermit crabs tickle my toes and the languid stars exalt themselves in the perpetual regaling of the syphilis void. 
And was I scared for my men? No, I don't judge them just as they do not judge their consorts. The mountains shouted out in shrill orgasm that Yoni and Sugaar had come together and in their coitus revealed clairvoyant visions of cataclysm, famine, dryness of tongue, and demise. Da Vinci painted her time and time again on the same old canvas after she metamorphosed, Mari that is, into the Virgin Mary. 
Twenty one. I was just twenty one when I awaited my Seventh Birthday again on old vinyl records swarming with bees, copulating with flowers and smashing dead and squished and mangled into the horizon.
Again, the man in the woods prayed and his words turned to globules on the spiderwebs, they sometimes dripped or got sucked up by the arachnids, and this is the song of their cacophonous feasting from the perspective of the praying man.

